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Abstract

In this paper we present initial results of our efforts to build a distributed query engine for a Peer-

to-Peer system implementing a distributed hash table (DHT). Based on a discussion of requirements

to process SQL-like queries we describe our extensions to the DHT API and discuss data fragmen-

tation issues. We show the realization of a physical query algebra in terms of selected plan operators

and present a strategy for processing queries composed from these operators.

1 Introduction

Scalable distributed data structures (SDDS) promise to be an attractive Internet-scale infrastructure for

managing huge numbers of data records and for coping with very high workloads. Peer-to-Peer based

SDDS – and in a special form distributed hash tables (DHTs) – are extremely scalable: usually, lookup

requests can be resolved inlog n routing hops for a network ofn peers. Following the Peer-to-Peer (P2P)

paradigm offers further advantages, notably resistance against DoS attacks, no single point of failure and

infrastructure costs shared between the users.

Among the several proposed DHT architectures, Chord [SMK+01] and CAN [RFH+01] are promi-

nent ones. Because CAN is more flexible – by increasing the dimensionality of the key space the number

of possible paths increases – we will focus in the following on this architecture. The CAN uses a vir-

tual d-dimensional Cartesian key spaceK ⊂ Nd on ad-torus1. The distance of two points inK is

the Euclidean2 one. Keys are described by a list ofd coordinates:k = {c1, c2, ...cd}, ci ∈ N. Let

µ(k1, k2) ⊆ K be the set of all points in interval(k1, k2). Each peerp ∈ P is responsible for a cer-

tain zone of the key space(kp,min, kp,max) forming ad-hypercube, i.e., each peer maintains the data set

Dp = {(k, d) | d = f(k), k ∈ µ(kp,min, kp,max)}. In addition, each peer keeps a list of contact peers

which are neighbors of its zone. The distance to a peer is the closest distance to a point on the border of

its zone, so the list of its neighbors isLp = {l | dist(p, l) = 0, l ∈ P}.
Basically, a DHT supports two operations:put( k, v) andget( k) . put( k, v) stores the datav at

the peer responsible for the zone wherek is mapped to. In turn,get( k) returns the storedv associated

with k. The initiating peer forwards both of these requests to the neighbor whose zone is closest tok.

1The original proposal uses ad-torus in the interval(0, 1)d ⊂ Rd. We for our part use Integer values to ease the implemen-
tation.

2Note that we have a torus, so there are two distances in each dimension. If not explicitly stated, we always use the smaller
distances, hypercubes, intervals etc.



The receiver does the same, until the request has reached the peer responsible fork. For a network ofn

peers this results in an average number ofd
4 ∗ n

1
d routing hops.

Despite all advantages, from a data management point of view DHTs have a major limitation: they

support only exact match query operations. In order to manage complex data in an appropriate way,

we need a query engine supporting a full-fledged declarative query language such as SQL or XQuery.

Bringing a SQL-like query language to DHTs would allow to manage and query this data in a familiar

way. It would hide the distributed nature of the underlying infrastructure and allow data access beyond

simple key lookups. In order to build a distributed (SQL) query engine for DHTs several key issues have

to be addressed:

• First, appropriate hash functions as well as key composition/decomposition schemes have to be

chosen for mapping the data keys into the CAN coordinate space (fragmentation).

• Second, query operators should be implemented by exploiting the massive parallelism of a DHT.

• Finally, cost-efficient query plans have to be chosen in a highly dynamic environment without

global knowledge about costs and data characteristics.

In this paper, we focus mainly on the first two issues by presenting a physical algebra of plan operators

for CAN-based P2P systems together with the underlying fragmentation scheme. Based on a discussion

of requirements we introduce our operator implementations and describe the required extensions to the

DHTs API. Furthermore, we discuss issues of query planning, plan representation and shipping as well

as execution strategies.

2 Related Work

Query processing in DHTs can be seen to some extent as an adaption of techniques from distributed

and parallel database systems [DG92, HM00]. For example, parallel scans as well as aggregation and

particularly the various join operations developed in the context of parallel databases are a good starting

point for building DHT-based query operations. However, these algorithms depend mostly on some kind

of central coordination and global knowledge which is not available in P2P systems.

An ambitious approach with a stronger focus on P2P systems is the PIER project. In [HHL+03] the

authors present the architecture of this CAN-based system and provide a performance study of several

distributed join algorithms, including symmetric hash join, fetch matches join and Bloom filter joins.

A detailed discussion of query operators for Chord-based P2P systems is given in [TP03] where the

authors propose a framework of operators, e.g. equi-selection, range selection and hash joins, and their

implementation using modified Chord search algorithms.

Processing queries in DHTs is addressed in [BT03], too. The presented AmbientDB system is not

a pure DHT. Nevertheless, it exploits Chord-based DHTs as clustered indexes for supporting selection

operators, i.e. equi-selection on the index key.

Whereas exact-match selections can be easily implemented using the DHTs lookup operator, the

implementation of range query operators is much more complicated and requires appropriate data place-

ment schemes. In order to address the problem, the authors of [AX02] propose to use space filling curves

and controlled flooding strategies for message forwarding. Similar work is described in [GAA03] based

on locality sensitive hashing.



3 Requirements and Challenges

The main goal of our work and the approaches briefly discussed in Section 2 is to store and retrieve

relational data in DHTs using SQL-like queries. In order to achieve this goal the following challenges

have to be addressed:

1. Data placement is a key issue for efficient data management in P2P systems. A proper hash func-

tion has to take the relation name as well as the key value(s) (artifical or user-chosen) into account.

It should preserve the relationships between key attributes to support efficient processing of range

operations. Furthermore, it should allow a distributed full table scan without flooding the whole

network. Good candidates for mapping data into the coordinate space of the CAN are space filling

curves, such as Z curve or Hilbert curve.

2. In order to exploit the characteristics of a CAN, query operators should be implemented as parallel

operators. I.e. a scan or join operation on a certain relation can usually be performed at the

same time at several peers storing fragments of this relation. In addition, these operators should

take advantage from the hash-based placement of a CAN by using a hash-based implementation

[Bra84].

3. Parallel processing of a single query operator (aka intra-operator parallelism) requires some sort

of group communication primitives: sub-plans or intermediate results have to be sent to several

other peers which hold data required for further processing. An efficient implementation of such

group communication primitives (multicast) requires a tight integration with the routing strategy

of the underlying CAN [Hue03].

4. The P2P paradigm prohibits global knowledge including execution costs, response times and statis-

tics of the relations. Thus, a comprehensive query planning phase separated from query execution

is not feasible. That means that (1) decisions about the next query execution steps (which op-

eration and at which peer) can be made only by a peer with knowledge about peers responsible

for requested zones and after the previous steps were performed. Furthermore (2) we have to

deal with unpredictable parameters (costs, response time), so we require adaptive and/or dynamic

optimization and processing strategies.

5. Finally, the nature of the P2P paradigm must be taken into account. Peers can be unavailable or

ask adverse queries which would exhaust the whole network. Therefore query execution must be

limited to a bounded number of peers, should be spread over replicas, and parts of the query plan

given to failed nodes must be repeated.

From these points a strong relationship to parallel query processing should become clear, but particularly

(3)-(5) emphasize the special requirements of CAN-based query processing.

4 DHT and Plan Operator API

In order to support efficient range queries on tuples in a relational schema, we need an appropriate locality

sensitive fragmentation approach. For this purpose, we use a simple “reverse bit interleaving” technique.

A relation r with tuplesti ∈ r, i = {1, 2, ..., |ti|} and attributesai,j ∈ ti, j = {1, 2, ..., |a1,j |} is



mapped in the key space of a DHT by using two hash functionsfr, fk. The first one uses the name ofr,

the second one takes the primary attribute valueai as input. The result values are bit-wise concatenated:

k′i = fr(r) ◦ fk(ai). Finally, the resulting bit stringk′i is split into d coordinates by using Bit0, d,

2d,. . . for the first value, Bit1, (1 + d), (1 + 2d),. . . for second etc. to obtain the multidimensional DHT

key ki. Obviously, this results in a distribution scheme of relationr following the idea of the Z curve

in units ofK, whereki corresponds to the Z value. An important requirement forfk is to preserve the

relationships between key values s.t.∀p, q ∈ ai, ∀φ ∈ {<,=, >} : p φ q ⇔ fk(p) φ fk(q). This has

two implications:

1. adjacent (in the semantics ofai) tuples of the same relation are stored at the same peer or a neigh-

bor, and

2. a operation processing a range of values can simply pass throughai to follow the Z curve.
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Figure 1: Data fragmentation

As described in Section 1, from a conceptual point of view the API of a DHT comprises basically

two operations:put( k, v) andv = get( k) to insert and retrieve a valuev by key k. At a lower

level, a peer has only access to its local data set by accessinglocal put respectivelocal get

and have to forward operations requesting data outside of its zone. So ifk ∈ µ(kp,min, kp,max) perform

local put( k, v) respective returnv = local get( k) to the sender of the query, otherwise send a

message to peert = min(dist(k, Lp)). Such a messagem(k, type, param) contains the key, a message

type and a set of additional parameters including the initiator of the operation, insert values etc.

For building a distributed query engine on top of the DHT we have extended this API by the following

operations and the corresponding message types:

• put temp( k, v, t) represents a “temporary”put operation where the data is inserted only for a

given period of timet, e.g. if a (temporary) rehashing is necessary for a certain query operation,

• multicast( zmin, zmax,m) for sending a message to a group of peers identified by a region of

the coordinate space. For example, ifzmin = min(ai) andzmax = max(ai) the multicast would

perform a full table scan. The region criteria(zmin, zmax) s.t.µ(zmin, zmax) ⊆ K represents the

minimum and the maximum Z value.



Particularly, themulticast operation is necessary for efficient range selections. Letp be the ac-

tive peer. Ifµ(zmin, zmax) ∩ µ(kp,min, kp,max) 6= ∅ the operation is locally performed and the re-

sult is returned to the initiator. At next,p subtracts its own zone from the selection range so that

µ(z′min, z′max) = µ(zmin, zmax) \ µ(kp,min, kp,max).
If µ(z′min, z′max) = ∅ the part of the queryp has received is completely evaluated. In the other

casep determines a groupG of peers to forward the operation to by considering its zones. If there is

no appropriate peer inLp, the operation is forwarded as described above, otherwise the operation is

split into subqueries transmitted by amulticast . The group of peers is determined as follows: Let

S = µ(z′min, z′max) ∩
⋃i µ(ki,min, ki,max), i ∈ Lp, then

G =

l s.t. (µ(z′min, z′max) ∩ µ(kl,min, kl,max)) 6= ∅, l ∈ Lp for S 6= ∅

min(dist((z′min, z′max), Lp)) for S = ∅

If |G| > 1, the region criteria of the different messages sent to all peers inG must be disjoint to

avoid multiple peers processing the same range of the Z curve. Let(zi,min, zi,max) be the interval

of the Z values sent to peeri ∈ G. Then
⋃i µ(zi,min, zi,max) = µ(z′min, z′max) and ∀i, j ∈ G :

µ(zi,min, zi,max) ∩ µ(zj,min, zj,max) = ∅.
Using this scheme, each peer is able to process range queries in a environment with replication, par-

allel execution and multiple paths to peers. This depends on knowledge about the zones of the neighbors

of the initiating peer only.

Based on these operations we have built the query plan operators (POP). Each POP can be part of

an execution tree, hence it maintains pointers to its parent and its child operators. Furthermore, it comes

with the address of the peer interested in the results, and defines the methodprocess where the actual

processing strategy is implemented. Note that normally multiple instances of each POP of a plan exist

at the same time, i.e. an intra-operator parallelization is realized where the operation is performed in

parallel by several peers storing fragments of the processed relation. In the following, we briefly discuss

the implementation of three of the plan operators: selection, join, and grouping/aggregation.

The SelectionPOPimplements a scan operation onr with an optional selectionσ(r). Here, the

following cases have to be considered:

1. The selection condition is defined on the key attribute.

The selection condition is transformed to intervals of Z curve following the description above.

For exampleσ(1≤ai≤10) ⇒ (zmin = f(1), zmax = f(10)). The selection rules available and the

correct transformations are part of the implementation of the specificSelectionPOPoperator. In

the next step the POP is sent to all relevant peers of this range using themulticast operation.

An optimization would be to use the classic forwarding mechanism in the case of an exact match

selection rule.

2. The selection condition is defined on a non-key attribute or no condition is given.

In this case and if the operator is applied to a base relation, a full table scan is performed by sending

the POP to all peers storing data of the given relation (again by usingmulticast ). Therefore,

a main goal of the query planning step is to avoid such full table scans if possible. Obviously,

further selections on intermediate results (filters) can be performed by the appropriate peer locally

without additional communication.



The join operation is implemented in two different variants: as a partitioned nested loops join (Par-

titionedNLJoinPOP) and as a symmetric hash join (SHJoinPOP). For thePartitionedNLJoinPOPwe

assume that one of the two input relations is (partially) locally available and the other input is received

from another peer. This means that each peer forwards a join operation that cannot be computed locally

to a peer managing a fragment of the data set to be joined. In addition, the join attributes have to be the

key attributes ofr. Otherwise, the peer performing the POP has to rehash the relation temporarily using

put temp . In any case, the locally stored data are joined with the received tuples using an ordinary

nested loops implementation.

For theSHJoinPOPeach participating peer temporary maintains two hash tables for the left and the

right input relation. As described in [WA93] an incoming tuple is inserted into the corresponding hash

table and joined with the tuples from the other relation using the hash function. In case of a match the

result is sent to the parent operator. As for the nested loops join variant a “pre-hasing” is performed

by the child operator of the join in order to identify the peer responsible for the appropriate zone of the

relation.

SQL-style grouping is performed always in combination with aggregation. For this purpose, we have

implemented two plan operators. The naiveCentralGroupingPOP– which is always placed at the initia-

tor peer as the root operator of the plan – simply collects and groups the received tuples and applies the

specified aggregate function. The more sophisticatedHashGroupingPOPexploits the hashing scheme of

the CAN. That means, incoming tuples are hashed and based on the hash value of the grouping attribute

sent to the appropriate peer which collects the tuples of a group belonging to its zone. These aggregation

peers maintains the aggregated value for each individual grouping value of their zone. Finally, these

aggregated values are forwarded to the parent operator.

Particularly blocking operators such as grouping illustrate an important issue: the detection of the

end of input. However, this is difficult to achieve in a CAN: a peer had to know in advance the number

of input tuples or at least how many peers will sent tuples for processing in order to count the “ready”

messages which would require some kind of global coordination. One alternative way to deal with this

problem is to implement aggregation with early returns [WZ99], i.e. an aggregation peer forwards its

intermediate results after collecting a certain number of processed tuples or after a certain amount of

time. So, it is left to the query initiator to present these intermediate aggregation results to the user or to

wait for the (supposed) final results.

5 Query Planning and Execution

Queries are represented as trees of plan operators. In the initial query planning phase we build left-deep

trees and try to place a hash-based selection at the leftmost position of the tree. In case of a grouping

query, the grouping operator is always the root node. An important issue of query processing in P2P

systems is to avoid – or at least to reduce – the query state information during processing. This means,

it should not be necessary that a peer has to keep the the state of a query while parts of it are delegated

to other peers. One solution is a stateless approach where the plan “travels” trough the network and the

operators are subsequently replaced by their results [PM02]. We achieve this by evaluating a query plan

using the following steps:

(1) The leftmost operator POPl is determined.



(2) The relevant peers for processing POPl are identified, e.g. by analyzing the selection condition, and

then the complete plan is sent to these peers.

(3) At each of these peers the operation POPl as well as all following (parent) operations which are

locally processable are evaluated. The result together with the remaining plan are sent to the next

peers. Here, the leftmost operator of the remaining plan tree becomes POPl. The next peers are

determined in the following way:

(a) If the current operator is a SelectionPOP, SHJoinPOP, HashGroupingPOP or the child of a Hash-

GroupingPOP the next peers are identified by applying the hash functions to the intermediate

results.

(b) If the current operator is the left child of a PartitionedNLJoinPOP, the results and the remaining

plan are forwarded to peers which can execute the right child operator locally (i.e., return to

step (2)). Again, these peers can be identified by applying the hash functions to the intermediate

results.

(c) If the current operator is the right child of a JoinPOP, the join is computed locally. Then the

operator replaces the parent POP and we proceed with step (3).

(d) If the current operator represents the root of the query tree, the result is sent back to the query

initiator.

Using this strategy it is not necessary that a peer has to wait for other peers producing the input for its

operation. Instead the tuples “flow” through the network starting from the leaf nodes of the plan towards

the root operator. The only intermediate “state information” are the temporary hashed tuples resulting

from rehasing, evaluating symmetric hash joins and aggregation. However, the drawback of this stateless

processing approach is the difficulty to detect the end of a query answer (see also Section 4).
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send(rr)

Figure 2: Example of processing a query

As an example consider the queryσc(r1) on r2 initiated by peerp0 (Fig. 2) . Assuming thatσc(r1)
can be processed by the peersp1, p2 andp3. Each of these peers scans its local data and sends each tuple

t satisfying the conditionc to the peersp4 and/orp5 which store tuples fromr2. So both peersp4 and

p5 are responsible for a region containing hash valuesfr(r2) ◦ fk(at). Then, these peers perform that



part of the join which depends on the fragments ofr2 in their zone and send the result back to the query

initiator p0.

During query planning information about the referenced relations (e.g. attributes, data types, frag-

mentation scheme, etc.) are required. As for managing the real data, the CAN characteristics should

be exploited for maintaining these metadata in a data dictionary, too. Thus, we distribute the metadata

in the same way, i.e. information about the relationr is stored at the peer for the zone determined by

fr(r) ◦ fk(0). In this way, we can easily identify the storage location of the metadata of a given relation.

6 Outlook

In the previous sections we have presented first results of our efforts in building a query engine for DHTs.

Our current implementation is able to process query plans containing selection and join operators. As

expected, first evaluations have shown that the implemented query shipping outperforms data shipping

approaches where the relevant data are retrieved from the appropriate peers and processed at the initiator

peer. More detailed experiments investigating scaling issues and advantages / drawbacks of different

plan operators are currently in the works.

Indeed, there are several open issue which we have to address in the future. Besides the problem

of cost-based planning and an adaptive query execution strategy we plan to exploit the existence of

(temporary) rehashed relations or intermediate query results for further queries. This requires techniques

known from semantic caching.
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